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Changing students’ incorrect conceptions in physics is a difficult process and has been studied for many years. 
Using a framework of elicit, confront, resolve, and reflect, this study analyzed student experiences with two 
Interactive Video Vignettes designed to change student misconceptions regarding Newton’s Second and 
Third Laws using a fully integrated mixed methods design. This paper explores how differences in how 
students experienced the framework impacted how much they were able to change their inaccurate 
conceptions of Newton’s Laws. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 Changing student conceptions in physics is inherently 
challenging [1]. Alternative conceptions and conceptual 
change have been widely studied across many topics in 
physics [2-5], and results from the literature suggest that 
students may continue to exhibit many alternative 
conceptions even after instruction [5]. Although multiple 
curricula and teaching strategies have been developed and 
shown to be effective [6], less is known about how these 
ideas might be effectively integrated into web-based 
instruction. This becomes an important area of study as 
student access to technology has increased and more 
instructors have adopted active learning strategies in their 
classrooms, placing greater expectations on students to learn 
core concepts outside of class.  

II. LITERATURE AND STUDY BACKGROUND 

 One form of web-based instruction includes the use of 
Interactive Video Vignettes (IVVs) created by the Live 
Photo Physics Group [7]. IVVs are designed to supplement 
classroom face-to-face instruction and center around a single 
topic, typically one which involves known alternative 
conceptions reported in the literature [7]. They combine 
segments of video interspersed with moments of user 
interaction such as graphing activities or multiple choice 
questions. Each IVV takes between 4 and 10 minutes to 
complete. Nine IVVs are currently available for topics 
including Newton’s three laws as well as several other 
physics topics [8].  
 Although the IVVs were developed based on findings of 
physics education research, as well as the work of others who 
have created web-based instruction involving video (see 
Derek Muller’s Veritasium on YouTube), there are multiple 
instructional challenges that are difficult to overcome. Two 
of these include the absence of an instructor who can 
immediately engage students in Socratic dialogue when 
misconceptions are identified, as well as the opportunity for 
students to learn through discussion with peers. Muller [9] 
has addressed the latter by including interviews with persons 
on the street in his videos. These serve to generate discussion 
of alternate ideas regarding a concept within the videos 

themselves, followed by a narrator (himself) explicitly 
addressing ideas generated during the interviews. However, 
the experience may be passive for the user who never 
interacts with the video other than via thought predictions. 
The IVVs, on the other hand, draw users in as they must 
answer multiple choice questions regarding physical events, 
and engage with video analysis or observe slow motion video, 
all in an effort to address naïve beliefs. Although directly 
engaging the user in Socratic dialogue is not possible, each 
IVV was scripted with the elicit, confront, resolve, reflect 
(ECRR) instructional framework in mind due to its 
demonstrated success in addressing misconceptions in 
physics [7, 10].  This framework is related to Posner, Strike, 
Hewson, and Gertzog’s Conceptual Change Model [4], and 
the ECRR technique has been found to yield positive results 
for student learning through face-to-face instruction [11, 12]. 
However, the ECRR technique is less studied when applied 
to the design of instruction using web-based technologies. 
 Research on the effectiveness of the IVVs has found that 
some yield high learning gains, such as the Newton’s Third 
Law IVV (N3 IVV), but the learning gains are much smaller 
for the Newton’s Second Law IVV (N2 IVV), when 
compared with a control group that did not complete any 
IVVs [7]. The study reported in this paper was designed to 
explore how differences in student experiences with 
elements of the ECRR framework within both IVVs 
impacted any changes in their conceptions of Newton’s Laws. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 An integrated mixed methods design was used in this 
study which combines the use of both quantitative and 
qualitative methods such that the phenomena under study is 
better understood than when using a single research method 
[13]. This design was chosen due to the need to collect both 
types of data simultaneously for each student. That is, the 
quantitative and qualitative strands affected the formation of 
each other where the integration of the data sets occurred 
during collection as well as analysis [14]. 
 Nine undergraduate introductory physics students and 
twelve non-physics undergraduate students were recruited. 
Each group was randomly assigned to complete either the N2 
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or N3 IVV, but seven students opted to complete both. As 
part of their participation, each student completed a short 
quantitative pre-test that contained questions regarding 
misconceptions about either Newton’s Second (3 questions) 
or Third Law (5 questions). These questions were selected 
from the Force Concept Inventory [15], along with questions 
written by the LivePhoto Physics Group. All questions were 
carefully selected or designed to assess the learning 
outcomes of each IVV. After the pre-test, each student 
completed the related IVV and all interactions were recorded 
with a digital camcorder focused on the computer screen. 
This was followed by the student completing a quantitative 
post-test, which was identical to the pre-test and allowed for 
later quantitative analysis. Each student then participated in 
a qualitative video elicitation interview (VEI) which allowed 
the students to elaborate on their experience with the IVV 
while they watched a video of themselves completing it [16]. 
During this time the interviewer prompted the students to 
discuss their thinking or expand on why certain answer 
choices were selected for the questions in the IVV. The 
interviewer then discussed the pre- and post-test answers for 
each student, with a particular focus on those questions for 
which the student moved from an incorrect to a correct 
response. In these cases, the interviewer asked the student to 
explain where his or her thinking changed to determine how 
the IVV experience may have impacted their thinking.  

A qualitative analysis of each interview was conducted 
such that instances of elicit, confront, resolve, or reflect were 
identified along with any changes in students’ conceptions. 
A conceptual profile was created for each student such that 
initial conceptions, and any change in conceptions regarding 
Newton’s Second or Third Law, could be tracked across the 
study, starting with the pre-test and continuing through the 
post-test and video elicitation interview. After individual 
conceptual profiles were created, common themes regarding 
student experiences with each IVV were determined. 

IV. FINDINGS 
 

 The thirteen N2 IVV study participants scored 15.4% on 
the N2 pre-test and 48.7% on the post-test for a medium 
Hake’s gain of 0.39 [17]. The fifteen N3 study participants 
scored 25.3% on the N3 pre-test and 81.3% on the post-test 
for a high Hake’s gain of 0.75. In order to better understand 
the differences in gains, we provide detail here about how 
each IVV addressed the misconceptions assessed in these 
questions. 

A. Newton’s Third Law IVV Findings 

 The pre- and post-test questions for the N3 IVV assessed 
students’ common naïve beliefs about Newton’s Third Law 
including (1) greater mass implies greater force and (2) the 
most active agent produces the greater force [15].  The pre-
test results indicated that all students in the N3 group 
demonstrated both beliefs. However, only 4 of 15 students 

held onto the first conception after completing the IVV while 
9 of 15 held onto the second conception. 
 It is interesting that the N3 IVV was more effective at 
improving student understanding of action/reaction forces 
when mass was considered, but not when differences in 
speed were involved, as both were targeted outcomes of the 
IVV. Upon analysis of the assessment data in conjunction 
with student interviews, it became apparent that a larger 
number of the students experienced the complete ECRR 
framework for conception (1), while no students experienced 
the framework for conception (2). 
 In order to better understand this, we provide a 
description of what students experience as they move 
through the N3 IVV. At the beginning, the student user 
observes video of passers-by on the street as they are 
interviewed by a narrator about the relative forces between 
two colliding carts of equal mass and speed. All predict that 
the forces would be equal. This is confirmed by the narrator 
who shows a video clip of the force versus time graph 
produced by force probes attached to the front of two 
colliding carts of equal mass. Student users are then asked to 
answer a multiple choice question about what they believe 
the relative collision forces will be between two cars of 
unequal mass and speed, a sedan and SUV. Based on student 
responses, this question tends to elicit conception (1) rather 
than (2). The former conception is then directly confronted 
in the IVV when the narrator shows a video clip of the force 
plot for the collision of two lab carts of unequal mass but 
similar speed, which clearly demonstrates the forces are 
equal and opposite. The passers-by in the IVV video are 
shown to be surprised by this outcome, much like the student 
user would be. Conversation with the narrator then serves to 
guide student users to resolve and reflect on their own 
understanding of these ideas, thereby providing users with 
the full ECRR experience as related to conception (1). 
Excerpts from one of the student interviews showcases what 
most N3 IVV participants experienced in terms of the ECRR 
sequence: 

Interviewer: Ok, when she asked that question, what did 
you think the answer was?  
El Rato (pseudonym): I thought the larger car would have 
the greater force exerted on the smaller car based on 
Newton’s Second Law, considering that the mass was 
larger on the first, bigger car.  
Interviewer: Describe for me your reactions to seeing the 
graph of the carts colliding? 
El Rato: When I saw the graph, I knew I messed up. I 
didn’t think the car that was heavier would have the same 
force exerted on it. 

 From the interview it is clear that El Rato believed 
conception (1). After watching a video of himself completing 
the IVV, El Rato explained that the video in the IVV, which 
showed a plot of the collision forces between the two cars as 
equal and opposite, convinced him that his initial conception 
was incorrect and that the forces would be equal.  
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 The student interviews within our study showed that the 
first multiple choice question in the N3 IVV elicited 
conception (1) from thirteen of the fifteen study participants. 
Twelve of these then experienced confront when shown the 
identical graphs of force versus time for the colliding carts. 
Eight later experienced resolve and reflect during the IVV. 
This means that more than half of the students that answered 
this question incorrectly at the beginning of the IVV 
experienced the full ECRR framework and changed their 
conceptions regarding conception (1). The success of 
moving these students to correct understanding demonstrates 
the power of the ECRR framework when applied to a single 
misconception in a short 7-minute web-based intervention. 
 On the other hand, the N3 IVV did not explicitly address 
conception (2). Although a question was posed during the 
IVV for the student to consider one car having a greater 
speed, the scenario also included that same car having a 
greater mass.  During the interviews it was found that all 
students focused on differences in mass when answering the 
question and not a single student mentioned the relative 
speed of the two colliding cars. This indicates the need to 
explicitly address each targeted naïve belief. 

B. Newton’s Second Law Findings 

 For the N2 IVV, three alternate conceptions found in the 
literature were assessed on the pre- and post-test, or 
expressed by a participant spontaneously during the VEI, as 
related to learning outcomes of this IVV. These included: (A) 
force causes acceleration to terminal velocity, (B) velocity is 
proportional to applied force and (C) an active force 
eventually wears out [15]. As shown in Table I, most 
students demonstrated more than one of these. 

 
TABLE I. The number of students (of 13) who exhibited a 
specific misconception at a given point within the study. 

Misconception Pre-
Test 

Post-
Test 

VEI 

Force causes acceleration to 
terminal velocity 

 
5 

 
4 

 
5 

Active force wears out 7 1 3 
Velocity proportional to 
applied force 

 
12 

 
10 

 
0 

   
 During the N2 IVV, students are presented with a 
scenario of a rider (narrator) sitting on a skateboard propelled 
by a fire extinguisher (constant force). The student user is 
asked to predict the motion of the skateboard by choosing 
one of five provided velocity versus time graphs (elicit), each 
designed around one of the expected misconceptions. The 
user then engages in video analysis of the recorded motion 
by clicking on the skateboard frame-by-frame to create a 
velocity versus time graph on the screen. The resulting plot 
is a line with positive slope (confront). This is then repeated 
for a fan cart videotaped in a lab setting where conditions are 
more controlled. This also sets the stage for the next segment 

in the IVV where users are asked to answer a multiple choice 
question to predict the acceleration of a cart with double the 
mass (elicit). A third video analysis is conducted with the 
heavier mass cart. At this point the user is asked to determine 
the slope of the line on the new velocity versus time graph 
and compare it to the slope that resulted from the lighter 
cart’s video analysis. The differences in slope are obvious 
and the IVV ends with the narrator discussing how force is 
proportional to mass times acceleration. It is this part of the 
IVV which provides students the opportunity to resolve 
alternative conception(s) and reflect on how these ideas 
make sense in light of the graphing activities within the IVV. 
 In analyzing the student interviews along with the pre- 
and post-test data, it appeared that most students engaged 
with the ECRR framework for conception (C), but not for 
other conceptions. This may explain the success of this IVV 
in targeting this particular conception as seven of the thirteen 
students exhibited conception (C) on the pre-test, but only 
one maintained this belief on the post-test. Here we provide 
excerpts from a transcript involving the student whose 
misconception was not addressed by the N2 IVV, which 
seems to be due to her lack of understanding of other 
principles. The transcript begins after the student answers the 
first multiple choice question in the IVV in which she is 
asked to select the graph which describes the motion of the 
skateboard propelled by the fire extinguisher: 

Interviewer: Now it seemed like you were doing a lot of 
thinking when selecting graph “b”. What were your 
thoughts at this point? [Choice “b” was a graph related to 
conception (C).] 
Clarissa (pseudonym): Um, I think I was looking at it as 
acceleration versus time, even though it says it was 
velocity over time. 
Interviewer: So, how do you know whether your 
prediction is correct? 

 Clarissa: So my prediction is wrong. 
Interviewer: Did you know then, looking between the two? 

 Clarissa: I don’t think so. 
 In this instance, Clarissa’s ideas were elicited but not 
confronted until she looked at the IVV for a second time 
during her interview. It was only then that she experienced 
confront but still could not decide which graph was correct. 
Here she also reflected on her understanding and knew that 
she had mixed up velocity with acceleration, but her lack of 
understanding was never resolved. 
 Although the data indicates that conception (C) was 
addressed by this IVV, the other two targeted conceptions 
were not. On the pre-test, twelve of thirteen students 
demonstrated conception (B) and only two were able to 
resolve this through the IVV. Although the graphs resulting 
from the video analyses were expected to have confronted 
this conception, it was observed during the interviews that 
many of the students, like Clarissa, did not have a clear 
understanding of velocity and acceleration graphs. This has 
led to additional IVVs be created to precede the N2 IVV and 
will hopefully address this issue. 
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 As for conception (A), the N2 IVV was not able to 
overcome it for the majority of students. Four of the five who 
demonstrated this conception on the pre-test continued to 
hold onto this belief on the post-test, while others 
demonstrated this incorrect understanding during the video 
elicitation interview (VEI). Again, it was expected that the 
velocity versus time graphs for a constant force would dispel 
this idea, but students’ lack of understanding of velocity and 
acceleration may have impacted learning here as well.	

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 Several findings from this research are important as they 
will inform future IVV development. Most important is how 
the ECRR framework was experienced by students as they 
completed each IVV. The ECRR experiences of El Rato (N3) 
and Clarissa (N2) were chosen for this paper because they 
showcase different ways the framework was experienced in 
light of specific alternative conceptions. El Rato experienced 
the ECRR framework in the N3 IVV in sequence and within 
moments of his naïve beliefs being elicited. His experience 
was similar to many others who completed the N3 IVV and 
had their alternative conceptions addressed. Clarissa, on the 
other hand, did not experience the full ECRR framework 
during the N2 IVV and never had her alternative ideas 
addressed, even during the VEI. Her outcome was similar to 
others who did not experience the full ECRR framework 
within either IVV. Both outcomes regarding student 
experiences with the ECRR framework and their ability to 
overcome certain alternative conceptions support the 
research literature on the effectiveness of the ECRR 
framework at promoting conceptual change [10].  
 In addition, we found that alternative conceptions were 
more often addressed for those explicitly targeted in the IVV 
and around which students experienced the entire ECRR 
framework. For example, the N3 IVV was successful at 
overcoming conception (1) but this was not the case for 

conception (2). Although this is not necessarily surprising, it 
does indicate the need to explicitly design IVV segments 
around each targeted misconception. An additional 
experiment in the N3 IVV involving a collision between two 
carts of equal mass but different speeds may have been 
enough to address the latter conception. On this note, the first 
multiple choice question in the N2 IVV was able to identify 
one of several alternative conceptions held by students. 
Although not possible at the time this IVV was developed, 
branching to an IVV segment that explicitly targeted the 
elicited misconception rather than taking all users through 
the same sequence may have been more effective at 
addressing the variety of misconceptions within this IVV.  
 And last, prior knowledge of the students appeared to 
impede learning, particularly for the N2 IVV in which 
student understanding of the differences between velocity 
and acceleration were essential. This is challenging when 
designing instruction for a web-based environment. Since 
this difficulty was observed for the N2 IVV, several other 
IVVs have been produced to address student understanding 
of velocity and acceleration as well as graphs that describe 
motion. Although not yet tested, these new IVVs will 
precede the N2 IVV and research will be conducted on the 
effectiveness of IVVs completed in sequence. 
 As more instructors rely on web-based instruction to 
support student learning, it becomes particularly important to 
understand how to apply what has been learned in physics 
education research to this new environment. This paper 
highlights just a few of our findings which will be applied as 
more IVVs are developed and will hopefully inform others 
working in this area as well. 
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